COMMUNIQUE

Pre-Election Arrangements

In the context of the National Assembly Elections 2019, as the services of the majority of the NLTA Staff have been retained by the Office of the Electoral Commissioner on **Wednesday 06 November 2019** and **Friday 08 November 2019**, the Public is, therefore, hereby informed that the Counter Services at the Cash Office, Central Flacq and the Cash Office at the Vehicle Examination Stations at Plaine- Lauzun and Forest-Side will be **exceptionally** closed on both days.

However, in view not to penalize the public, services will be provided, **exceptionally, only** at the NLTA Head Office, Cassis on 06 and 08 November 2019.

The Public is strongly advised to take all necessary precautions as **no transactions will be effected on these respective dates at Sub-Stations located at Forest Side and Plaine Lauzun and Cash Office, Central Flacq**.

The NLTA relies upon the usual understanding and collaboration of the public.
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